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A vision for Reading at John Ball School
We aim to develop a strong community of readers amongst both the children and staff
at John Ball School. We value the importance of books and literature in enabling children
to become confident, happy and enthusiastic readers and writers. We strive to ensure
that children experience high quality literature, hear a wide range of ambitious and
challenging language and that the texts are diverse and reflect our school’s community.
In addition, we actively promote and celebrate a love of reading through on-going
assemblies and various activities such as Book Week, author and librarian visits and
regular book sales.
At John Ball School, the children learn to read through a mixture of individual and whole
class reading. Children take part in regular Big Reading sessions so that the key skills
of reading can be explicitly taught and modelled for that particular year group with follow
up sessions used to further consolidate these skills.
We link our learning for each half term to different core texts. These are high quality
books recommended by the CLPE (Centre for Literacy in Primary Education) from which
we derive our sequences of learning. We ensure that each class has a set of these texts
available so that the children can read and analyse a physical copy of their core text
each half term.
Every class also has at least one story or an on-going chapter book read aloud to them
daily in order to promote a love of reading. Children should also be given opportunities
to learn and recite classic and modern poetry.
It is essential that children have a ‘book in the bag’ at all times; bringing it to school and
taking it home again every day. The expectation is that children will read to an adult at
home at least 4 times per week, with comments or a signature written into their reading
record.
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SKILLS
Reading

Key Stage 1
Year 1

To read
words
accurately

















Lower KS2
Year 2

Apply phonic knowledge and skills
as the route to decode words.
Respond speedily with the correct
sound to graphemes (letters or
groups of letters) for all 40+
phonemes, including, where
applicable, alternative sounds for
graphemes.
Read accurately by blending
sounds in unfamiliar words
containing GPCs that have been
taught.
Read common exception words,
noting unusual correspondences
between spelling and sound and
where these occur in the word.
Read words containing taught
GPCs and –s, –es, –ing, –ed, –er
and –est endings.
Read other words of more than one
syllable that contain taught GPCs.
Read words with contractions (for
example, I’m, I’ll, we’ll) and
understand that the apostrophe
represents the omitted letter(s).
Read aloud accurately books that
are consistent with phonic
knowledge and that do not require
other strategies to work out words.
Re-read these books to build up
fluency and confidence in word
reading.
Read accurately by blending the
sounds in words that contain the
graphemes taught so far, especially
recognising alternative sounds for
graphemes.

Year 3



Upper KS2
Year 4

Apply a growing knowledge of root
words, prefixes and suffixes (etymology
and morphology).
Read further exception words, noting the
spellings.

Year 5




Year 6

Apply knowledge of root words, prefixes and suffixes.
Read age-appropriate books with confidence and
fluency (including whole novels).
Note: this should be through normal reading rather
than direct teaching.
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To
understand
texts















Read accurately words of two or
more syllables that contain the
same graphemes as above.
Read words containing common
suffixes.
Read most words quickly and
accurately, without overt sounding
and blending, when they have been
frequently encountered.
Read aloud books closely matched
to their improving phonic
knowledge, sounding out unfamiliar
words accurately, automatically and
without undue hesitation.
Re-read books to build up fluency
and confidence in word reading.
Discuss events.
Predict events.
Link reading to own experiences
and other books.
Join in with stories or poems.
Check that reading makes sense
and self-correct.
Infer what characters are like from
actions.
Ask and answer questions about
texts.
Discuss favourite words and
phrases.
Listen to and discuss a wide range
of texts.
Recognise and join in with
(including role-play) recurring
language.
Explain and discuss understanding
of texts.
Discuss the significance of the title
and events.
Make inferences on the basis of
what is being said and done.















Draw inferences from reading.
Predict from details stated and implied.
Recall and summarise main ideas.
Discuss words and phrases that capture
the imagination.
Retrieve and record information from
non-fiction, using titles, headings, subheadings and indexes.
Prepare poems and plays to read aloud
with expression, volume, tone and
intonation.
Identify recurring themes and elements of
different stories (e.g. good triumphing
over evil).
Recognise some different forms of
poetry.
Explain and discuss understanding of
reading, maintaining focus on the topic.
Draw inferences such as inferring
characters’ feelings, thoughts and
motives from their actions, and justifying
inferences with evidence.
Predict what might happen from details
stated and implied.
Identify main ideas drawn from more than
one paragraph and summarise these.
Identify how language, structure and















Recommend books to peers, giving reasons for
choices.
Identify and discuss themes and conventions in and
across a wide range of writing.
Make comparisons within and across books.
Learn a wide range of poetry by heart.
Prepare poems and plays to read aloud and to
perform, showing understanding through intonation,
tone and volume so that the meaning is clear to an
audience.
Check that the book makes sense, discussing
understanding and exploring the meaning of words in
context.
Ask questions to improve understanding.
Draw inferences such as inferring characters’
feelings, thoughts and motives from their actions, and
justifying inferences with evidence.
Predict what might happen from details stated and
implied.
Summarise the main ideas drawn from more than one
paragraph, identifying key details that support the
main ideas.
Identify how language, structure and presentation
contribute to meaning.
Discuss and evaluate how authors use language,
including figurative language, considering the impact
on the reader.
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presentation contribute to meaning.
Ask questions to improve understanding
of a text.






Retrieve and record information from non-fiction.
Participate in discussion about books, taking turns
and listening and responding to what others say.
Distinguish between statements of fact and opinion.
Provide reasoned justifications for views.
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Reading – Analysing
Year
Key Learning Objectives
group

Year 3

Year 2

Year 1











Year 4






Year 6

Year 5









I am familiar with key stories, fairy stories and traditional tales, and can retell them and
consider their particular characteristics
With support, I can distinguish between fiction and non-fiction.

I can distinguish between fiction and non-fiction texts.
I can talk about the features of certain non-fiction texts (non-chronological report, recount,
instruction and letter).
I can recognise a range of patterns in texts, including stories, poems and non-fiction e.g.
conventions of familiar story openings and endings, rhyme and alliteration
I can locate information in a dictionary or index i.e. by using my knowledge of the alphabet.
I can identify the differences between a wider range of non-fiction text types such as
instruction and explanations.
I can understand the purpose of a paragraph /chapter, e.g to group related ideas together.

I can begin to identify the difference between a range of fiction genres such as adventures,
myths, traditional, tales, and stories from other cultures or historical periods.
I can compare different parts of a story to discuss similarities and differences (i.e.
resolutions)
I can identify the ways in which paragraphs are linked, e.g. use of fronted adverbials or
pronouns for character continuity.
I can use my knowledge of text structure to locate information, e.g. use appropriate
headings and sub-headings in non-fiction, find relevant chapter or paragraph in fiction.
I can compare and discuss how texts are similar or different in terms of character, setting
and plot.
I can discuss and compare the structures and features of a range of non-fiction texts.

I can identify themes across a range of texts or within a text (social, cultural and historical)
I can identify and discuss features of fiction genres, e.g. science fiction, adventure and
mystery.
In non-fiction, I can look at how a writer organises information so that the reader can
compare and contrast ideas.
I can explain why the author has chosen to include certain techniques e.g. flashbacks, plot
structure, grammatical choices.
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Reading – Predicting and comprehension

Year 1

Year
Key Learning Objectives
group




Year 3

Year 2











Year 4








Year 5







Year 6






I can comment on obvious characteristics and action of characters in stories.
I can make plausible predictions about characters, using knowledge of the story and my
own experiences.
I can use my growing knowledge of vocabulary to establish meaning when reading aloud.
I can explain the meaning of interesting WOW words in context, e.g. despair, marvel,
including words with common prefixes and suffixes, e.g. undecided, forgetful.
I can make simple inferences about a familiar text e.g on the basis of what is being said
and done.
I can provide simple explanations about events or information, e.g. why a character acted
in a particular way, their thoughts, feelings and actions.
I can begin to make a plausible prediction about what might happen on the basis of what
has been read so far
I can form a simple, verbal response using evidence from the text i.e. point because…
I can identify where ‘show not tell’ has been used sometimes.
I can explore potential meanings of ambitious vocabulary read in context using my
knowledge of morphology, etymology and root words.
I can form opinions about a character’s actions in a text.
I can make plausible predictions based on knowledge of the text and wider connections,
e.g. a personal connection, other texts on the same theme.
Sometimes I can explain my thoughts, feelings, opinions and predictions, referring back to
the text for evidence verbally.
I can recognise the different ways a character can be represented with reference to the
text.
Sometimes I can work out the meanings of unknown words in context.
I can read between the lines using clues from action, dialogue and description such as
‘show not tell’ to interpret meaning.
I can independently refer to the text to support my opinions and predictions.
I can begin to explain my thoughts, feelings, opinions and predictions, referring back to the
text for evidence in my written responses.
In more sophisticated texts, I can read between the lines using clues from action, dialogue
and description to interpret meaning and, or explain what characters are thinking and
feeling.
I can discuss how an author builds a character through dialogue, action and description.
I can use inference and deduction skills to discuss general messages, moods, feelings
and attitudes from a text using the clues from the text.
I can begin to work out the meaning of unknown words and phrases by relating to known
vocabulary, as well as from the way they are used in context.
I can reflect on the wider consequence or significance of information, ideas or events in
the text as a whole, e.g. how one small incident altered the whole course of the story.
I can explain how a character can appeal to the reader using a written structure of point,
explain, point, explain/evidence.
I can infer and deduce meaning based on evidence drawn from different points in the text
and my wider experiences.
I can use quotations and text references to support ideas and arguments.
I can work out the meaning of unknown words and phrases by relating to known
vocabulary, as well as from the way they are used in context.
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Reading – Exploring texts
Year
Key Learning Objectives
group

Year 2

Year 1








Year 3




Year 5

Year 4









Year 6




I can express opinions about main events and characters in stories, e.g. good and bad
characters .
I can notice unfamiliar and interesting words.
I can talk about texts, expressing opinions about things I like and dislike in stories, poems
and non-fiction text.
I can make links between the book I am reading with other books that I have read.
I can identify how vocabulary choice affects meaning - ‘the word crept lets you know that
he is trying to be quiet’
I can recognise key literary features in a familiar text i.e. alliteration, similes,
onomatopoeia.
Sometimes I can identify the language an author has chosen in order create images and
build mood and tension.
Sometimes I can identify the effects of different words and phrases to create different
images and atmosphere, e.g. powerful verbs, descriptive adjectives and adverbs.
I can identify the effects of different words and phrases to create different images and
atmosphere, e.g. powerful verbs, descriptive adjectives and adverbs.
I can distinguish between simple fact and opinion statements.
I can discuss the work of familiar authors.
I can identify the author's word choice and its effect on the reader, e.g. 'cunning criminal '
in a newspaper report about a burglary.
I can identify and discuss where figurative language creates images.
I can discuss how a text may engage the reader i.e. suspense, humour, address the
reader.
I can distinguish between fact and opinion statements.
I can explain how the author has used different language features, e.g. figurative
language, vocabulary choices, use of specific grammatical conventions and the effect of
these on the reader.
I can identify key words or phrases that have the same meaning to a given definition i.e.
find the word or group of words that mean…
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Reading – Retrieval

Year 2

Year 1

Year
Key Learning Objectives
group









Year 4

Year 3











Year 5





Year 6




I can retell a known story, referring to most the key events and characters.
I can sometimes find the answers to simple questions in response to a direct question i.e.
a verbal answer during story time
I can sometimes locate specific information on a given page in response to a question.
In a book that I can read fluently, I can explain what has happened so far .
I can demonstrate how to use information text, e.g. using layout, index, contents page and
glossary.
Having read a text, I can find the answers to questions, both written and oral.
I can summarise a story, giving the main points clearly and in sequence.
I can locate some specific information, e.g. key events, names or key information in a nonfiction text.
I can sometimes use text marking to support the retrieval of information or ideas from a
text.
I can scan a text to locate specific words or phrases.
I can skim read text in order to gather the general impression of what has been written.
I can summarise the main points in a text.
I can retrieve evidence from the text to support my thoughts and discussions.
I can summarise and explain the main points in a text.
I can confidently and independently use text marking to support the retrieval of information
or ideas from text.
I can confidently and independently scan a range of texts to locate specific information.
I can confidently and independently skim read a range of texts to gather the general
impression of what has been written.
I can summarise and succinctly explain the main points in a text, referring back to the text
to support and clarify my summaries.
I can locate and retrieve relevant information from a range of texts, using techniques such
as text marking, skimming and scanning.
I can sequence several statements in a longer piece of text using annotations for support.
I can retrieve and summarise information from different points in the same text or across a
range of text.
I can retrieve and summarise information from different points in the same text or across a
range of text.
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Reading – Decoding
Year
Key Learning Objectives
group

Year 1











Year 6

Year 5

Year 4

Year 3

Year 2












I can decode and read the Phase 5 sounds by themselves and in words.
I can read all the Phase 5 tricky words.
I can phonetically decode two syllable words.
I can use phonic strategies when reading unknown words; however, I may need support
when reading long vowel phonemes that have several representations.
I can sometimes identify when my reading does not make sense and attempt to selfcorrect.
I can read all the Phase 4 tricky words.
I can blend adjacent consonants in words, in a range of combinations (Phase 4): CVCC,
CCVC, CCVCC, CCCVC, CCCVCC.
I can read all the Phase 3 tricky words.
I can decode the Phase 3 sounds: consonant diagraphs ch, sh, th, ng and vowel
diagraphs: ai, ee, igh, oa, oo, ar, or, ur, ow, oi, ear, air, ure, er
I can read familiar words with growing ease, this includes the Reception word list and
some common exception words.
I can read accurately most words of two or more syllables.
I can read accurately most words containing common suffixes, e.g. unimportant.
I can read most common exception words.
I can read all of the Year 1 and 2 high frequency words.
I can sound out most unfamiliar words accurately, without undue hesitation.
In age appropriate books, I can read most words accurately without overt sounding and
blending, and sufficiently fluently to show understanding rather than on decoding individual
words.
I can read most of the Year 3 and 4 word list.
I am beginning to read aloud with expression and intonation.
I can read independently using a range of strategies to decode unfamiliar words and to
establish meaning, e.g. self-correcting, re-reading, pictures, context.




I can read, on sight, all the words from Year 3 / 4 spelling list.
I can read aloud with intonation and expression.




I can read most of the words on the Year 5 and 6 word list.
I can read aloud with pace, fluency and expression, taking into account a wide range of
presentational devices and punctuation.



I can read aloud with pace, fluency and expression, taking punctuation, presentation and
author's intent into account.
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Grouped Assessment Criteria – Year 1

Decoding
All pupils should be reading books which match their phonic knowledge and have opportunities to re-read books
to develop confidence and fluency

KPI
I can read familiar
words with growing
ease.

I can use phonic
strategies.

I can decode phase
3 sounds.

Assessment opportunities


Guided/1:1 reading – Can pupils read words
from the reception word list?



Are pupils becoming increasingly confident at
sight-reading these words?



Can pupils read phase 2 tricky words with
increasing fluency and confidence?



Can pupils recognise words, which they
encounter frequently, and begin to read
these words by sight?



Can pupils read some words including
contractions e.g., I’m, don’t?



Can pupils read words ending with the suffix
“s” or “es”



Are children aware of grapheme-phoneme
correspondence (GPC)? E.g. The letters ow
make the spoken sound “ough” etc.



Can children use segmenting and blending
strategies for reading new words?



Can children identify when a word does not
make sense and attempt to re-read it?



Can children break longer words into
constituent parts to help with decoding?



Can children use these phonic strategies to
read “alien” words containing the first 44
sounds?



Can pupils confidently read phase 3 sounds
in isolation?



Can children decode phase 3 sounds in real
and alien words?



Can children read stage 3 and 4 books with
increasing fluency (yellow and light blue)?

Moving on to greater depth
In addition, pupils might be able to…


Sight-read the first 100 high
frequency words (HFW).



Begin to read words from the
first 200 HFW with increasing
fluency.



Begin working on the Year 2
word-reading list.



Recall new and unfamiliar
words, which they have
encountered and read with
fluency.



Understand that the apostrophe
in a contraction represent the
letters that have been omitted
from the word.

In addition, pupils might be able to…


Orally segment and blend to
read words of more than 2
syllables



Begin to internalise decoding
strategies e.g. working out new
words with “inner voice”
sounding out the GPCs in the
word.



Show an in depth knowledge of
the various longer vowel sound
phonemes e.g. ough or augh
and self-correct if they make a
mistake while reading a word.

In addition, pupils might be able to…

 Read phase 3 sounds with real
fluency and make mistakes rarely.

 Show a good knowledge of alternate
spellings for the same sound.
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I can decode phase
4 consonant blends.

I can decode phase
5 sounds.



Can pupils confidently read phase 4
consonant blends in isolation?



Can children decode phase 4 consonant
blends in real and alien words?



Can children read stage 3, 4 and 5 books
(yellow, light blue and green) with increasing
fluency?



Can pupils confidently read phase 5 sounds
in isolation?



Can children decode phase 5 sounds in real
and alien words?

In addition, pupils might be able to…

 Read phase 4 consonant blends with
real fluency and make mistakes
rarely.

 Recognise and discuss new or
unfamiliar consonant blends, which
make alternative sounds (with
support) e.g. “psy or chr”.

In addition, pupils might be able to…

 Read phase 5 sounds with increasing
fluency.

 Recognise alternative spellings for

I can read phase 2-5
tricky words.



Can children read stage 4, 5 and 6 books
(light blue, green and orange) with increasing
fluency?



Guided/1:1 reading – Can pupils read
common exception words from phases 2-5?



Can pupils recognise common exception
words in isolation?



Can children read staged reading books up
to level 6? (Level 6 may still be somewhat
challenging for pupils but they should be able
to read the majority of common exception
words by sight and most other words using
phonic strategies).

phase 5 sounds and make selfcorrections to their reading

In addition, pupils might be able to…

 Read common exception words from
the Year 2 list

 Begin to read common exception
words from the lower KS2 reading list

Retrieval
KPI
I can retell familiar
stories.

I can find answers to
questions about
books.

Assessment opportunities


Can pupils join in with repeated refrains or
key phrases from familiar stories?



Are pupils familiar with the basic structure of
key stories and traditional tales?



Can pupils recall the main events and
characters from familiar stories?



Can pupils sequence events from known
stories?



Can pupils verbally answer questions about
a book? E.g., Can you point to the person
who is speaking? Can you tell me who the
main character of this story is?

Moving on to greater depth
In addition, pupils might be able to…



Draw upon knowledge of genre type
to make accurate inferences
regarding the structure of new
stories.



Accurately recall stories with
increasing detail for events and story
language.

In addition, pupils might be able to…



Answer written questions about
aspects of the books they have read.
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Can pupils find information on a page in
response to a verbal question?



Can pupils speak about the differences
between fiction and non-fiction texts?



Show a greater depth of
understanding while answering
retrieval questions e.g. justifying
answers based on character emotion
or motivations.



Use non-fiction books and their
features to locate information.

Comprehension

KPI
I can express
opinions.

Assessment opportunities


Can pupils talk about books they enjoy?



Can pupils join in with, and contribute to,
discussions about books?








I can make
deductions.







Moving on to greater depth
In addition, pupils might be able to…


Provide more justification for
their opinions about main events
and characters.

Can pupils express about main events and
characters in books?



Can pupils begin to explain the reasoning
behind their opinions? E.g., “I don’t like this
book because the main character is not very
brave”. Etc.

Speak eloquently about their
reading likes and dislikes and
begin to develop a more critical
approach to new books.



Discuss favourite authors and
genres.



Demonstrate a consistently
positive attitude and motivation
for reading.



Take a keen interest in newly
encountered words and begin to
look for meaning.

Can pupils share their opinions with peers
and demonstrate an enjoyment of reading
and a motivation to read?
Can pupils notice and show an interest in
new or interesting words?

Can pupils use their growing vocabulary to
establish the meaning of new words while
reading?
Can pupils make plausible predictions about
a text based on their prior knowledge and
experience or the structure of the story so
far?
Can pupils comment on some of the features
of characters or events in stories?

In addition, pupils might be able to…



Explain the meaning of WOW words
based on their context.



Make some inferences about a text
e.g. speaking about characters
motivations, which are not explicitly
mentioned in the text itself. “I think he
is being mean because he is
jealous.”
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Grouped Assessment Criteria – Year 2
Decoding
All pupils should be reading books which match their phonic knowledge and have opportunities to re-read books
to develop confidence and fluency

KPI

I can read age
appropriate words
with increasing
fluency.

Assessment opportunities




I can use phonic
strategies.

Guided/1:1 reading – Can pupils read most
words in appropriately pitched texts without
overtly sounding out?

Moving on to greater depth
In addition, pupils might be able to…

Can pupils read age appropriate words
fluently enough to allow them to focus mainly
on understanding the text rather than on
decoding words?



Can pupils read all of the Year 1 and 2 high
frequency words (HFW)?



Can pupils read most common exception
words (tricky words)?



Can pupils read words featuring common
prefixes and suffixes? E.g. unimportant,
happily.



Can pupils use phonic strategies to read
unfamiliar words without undue hesitation?



Can pupils decode words of 2 or more
syllables? (Using phonic strategies if
necessary)



Read the first 200 HFW
confidently and consistently.



Begin to read words from the
year 3 and 4 word list.



Read common exception words
from the year 2 list and beyond.



Read some words containing
more complex suffixes and
prefixes. E.g. Courageous or
psychic/psychological.



Pupils can read out loud with
increasing intonation and
expression.

In addition, pupils might be able to…


Use a range of strategies to help
establish meaning while reading.
E.g. context, pictorial clues, selfcorrecting or re-reading.

Retrieval

KPI
I can locate
information.

Assessment opportunities




Can pupils answer written or verbal
questions about a text once they have read
it?
Can pupils use paragraph, layout, chapters,
subheadings etc. to find information more

Moving on to greater depth
In addition, pupils might be able to…



Locate information accurately and
confidently.
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efficiently instead of re-reading the whole
text?

I can research.





I can summarise.





Can pupils locate some specific information,
e.g. key events, names or key information in
a non-fiction text?
Can pupils identify and use contents and
index pages with some support?

Can pupils summarise stories they have
read, giving the main points clearly and in
sequence?
In an age appropriate book, can pupils tell
you what has happened so far in the story?



Use text features mentioned to locate
information to a more specific
degree.



Answer verbal or written questions
about a text they have read with
increasing clarity and detail.

In addition, pupils might be able to…



Use index, glossary and contents
pages independently and accurately.



Use dictionaries and thesauri to
ascertain the meaning of words or to
identify synonyms.

In addition, pupils might be able to…



Summarise plot with increasing detail
and clarity.



Retell stories with detail and offer
explanations and clarifications to
verbal questions about the text.

Comprehension

KPI
I can infer.

I can predict.

Assessment opportunities


Can pupils make simple inferences about a
text? E.g. based on what is being said or
done.”



Can pupils provide simple explanations for
characters actions? e.g., “I think he is being
mean about her toy because he is jealous.”



Can pupils infer the meaning of wow words
based on their context? E.g., “Despair means
they feel sad or hopeless. I know because he
has just lost his favourite toy and he looks
really sad in the picture.”



Can pupils make plausible predictions about
a story based on what has already
happened?



Can pupils make predictions based on
known story structures and character types?



Can pupils use features (e.g. illustration,
front cover, blurb, author, genre) to make
basic predictions about a text with support?

Moving on to greater depth
In addition, pupils might be able to…


Make inferences based on wider
connections e.g. personal
experience or knowledge of text
type.



Provide more detailed
explanations for actions and
events in texts. e.g. recognising
sub plot or insinuation.

In addition, pupils might be able to…



Explain their predictions clearly and
can justify them in response to
questioning.



Recognise a variety of story
structures and genres and use these
to make plausible predictions.



Use features (e.g. illustration, front
cover, blurb, author, genre) to make
predictions about a text with no
support.
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I can recognise
patterns.







Can pupils make links between the book they
are reading and other books they have
previously read?
Can pupils make connections between
vocabulary use and its effect? e.g. “using the
word crept makes me think they are moving
quietly.”
Can pupils recognise key literary features in
familiar texts? e.g. simile, metaphor
alliteration etc.

In addition, pupils might be able to…



Make wider connections while
reading a text e.g. within their own
personal experience or knowledge of
the world.



Begin to think critically about author’s
use of literary features e.g. “When
they repeated: ‘she walked and
walked and walked’, it made me think
it was a really long journey they went
on.”
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Grouped Assessment Criteria – Year 3

Word reading
All pupils should be reading books which match their reading age and have opportunities to re-read books to develop
confidence and fluency

KPI

Assessment opportunities

Moving on to greater depth



Can pupils self-correct when they make a
mistake in their reading?



Can pupils ascertain the meaning of
unfamiliar words based on context, rereading, using pictures etc.?



Can pupils successfully decode new words
by independently applying previously taught
strategies? e.g. segmenting and blending or
inferring based on context.

I can read age
appropriate words
with increasing
fluency.



Can pupils read most of the Year 3 and 4
word list?

This assessment strand is currently in
development.

I can read with
expression and
intonation.



Can pupils vary their tone and reading pace
to match the intended mood or theme of a
text?

This assessment strand is currently in
development.



Can pupils vary tone and pace based on the
punctuation used in the text?

I can use a range of
strategies to
decode.

This assessment strand is currently in
development.

Retrieval

KPI
I can locate
information.

I can research.

Assessment opportunities


Can pupils skim read texts to gather the
general impression of what has been
written?



Can pupils scan texts to locate specific
words or phrases?



Can pupils begin to mark texts in order to aid
retrieval?



Can pupils locate specific information, e.g.
key events, names or key information in nonfiction texts?



Can pupils identify and use contents and
index pages?



Can pupils use dictionaries and thesauri to
locate information based on their knowledge
of the alphabet?

Moving on to greater depth
This assessment strand is currently in
development.

This assessment strand is currently in
development.
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I can summarise.



Can pupils summarise the main points in
texts clearly and with increasing detail?

This assessment strand is currently in
development.

Comprehension

KPI
I can infer.

I can predict.

I can recognise
patterns.

Assessment opportunities


Can pupils make simple inferences about a
text? E.g. based on what is being said or
done.”



Can pupils provide simple explanations for
characters actions? e.g., “I think he is being
mean about her toy because he is jealous.”



Can pupils infer the meaning of wow words
based on their context? E.g., “Despair means
they feel sad or hopeless. I know because he
has just lost his favourite toy and he looks
really sad in the picture.”



Can pupils make plausible predictions about
a story based on what has already
happened?



Can pupils make predictions based on
known story structures and character types?



Can pupils use features (e.g. illustration,
front cover, blurb, author, genre) to make
basic predictions about a text with support?







Can pupils make links between the book they
are reading and other books they have
previously read?
Can pupils make connections between
vocabulary use and its effect? e.g. “using the
word crept makes me think they are moving
quietly.”
Can pupils recognise key literary features in
familiar texts? e.g. simile, metaphor
alliteration etc.

Moving on to greater depth
In addition, pupils might be able to…


Make inferences based on wider
connections e.g. personal
experience or knowledge of text
type.



Provide more detailed
explanations for actions and
events in texts. e.g. recognising
sub plot or insinuation.

In addition, pupils might be able to…



Explain their predictions clearly and
can justify them in response to
questioning.



Recognise a variety of story
structures and genres and use these
to make plausible predictions.



Use features (e.g. illustration, front
cover, blurb, author, genre) to make
predictions about a text with no
support?

In addition, pupils might be able to…



Make wider connections while
reading a text e.g. within their own
personal experience or knowledge of
the world.



Begin to think critically about author’s
use of literary features e.g. “When
they repeated: ‘she walked and
walked and walked’, it made me think
it was a really long journey they went
on.”
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Grouped Assessment Criteria – Year 4

Word reading
All pupils should be reading books which match their reading age and have opportunities to re-read books to
develop confidence and fluency

KPI

I can use strategies
to read new words.

I can read age
appropriate words
with increasing
fluency.

I can read with
expression and
intonation.

Assessment opportunities


Can pupils self-correct when they make a
mistake in their reading?



Can pupils ascertain the meaning of
unfamiliar words based on context, rereading, using pictures etc.?



Can pupils successfully decode new words
by independently applying previously taught
strategies? e.g. segmenting and blending or
inferring based on context.



Can pupils test out different pronunciations to
find the correct phonetic application?



Can pupils read with fluency, only needing to
decode a few unfamiliar words?



Can pupils read the Year 3 and 4 word list by
sight?



Can pupils apply their growing knowledge of
root words, prefixes and suffixes (etymology
and morphology) as listed in English
Appendix 1, both to read aloud and to
understand the meaning of new words they
meet?



Can pupils notice, and comment upon, the
unusual spellings of an increasing range of
common exception words?



Can pupils vary their tone and reading pace
to match the intended mood or theme of a
text?



Can pupils show an awareness of audience
while reading?



Can pupils vary tone and pace based on the
punctuation used in the text?

Retrieval

Moving on to greater depth

This assessment strand is currently in
development.

This assessment strand is currently in
development.

This assessment strand is currently in
development.
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KPI
I can locate
information.

I can research.

I can summarise.

Assessment opportunities


Can pupils use knowledge of text structure to
locate information? E.g., use appropriate
headings and sub-headings in non-fiction,
find relevant chapter or paragraph in fiction.



Can pupils confidently and independently
skim read a range of texts to gather the
general impression of what has been
written?



Can pupils confidently and independently
use text marking to support the retrieval of
information or ideas from text?



Can pupils retrieve evidence from a text to
support their thoughts and opinions?



Can pupils locate specific information, e.g.
key events, names or key information in nonfiction texts?



Can pupils use dictionaries and thesauri
confidently?



Can pupils distinguish between simple fact
and opinion statements?



Can pupils summarise the main points in
texts clearly and with increasing detail?

Moving on to greater depth
This assessment strand is currently in
development.

This assessment strand is currently in
development.

This assessment strand is currently in
development.

Comprehension

KPI
I can infer.

I can predict.

Assessment opportunities


Can pupils make inferences about a text
independently and refer to the text to support
opinions?



Can pupils read between the lines using
clues from action, dialogue and description
such as ‘show not tell’ to interpret meaning?



Can pupils infer the meaning of ambitious
vocabulary based on its context?



Can pupils make plausible predictions about
a story based on what has already happened
and their growing knowledge of stories?

Moving on to greater depth
This assessment strand is currently in
development.

This assessment strand is currently in
development.
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Can pupils make predictions based on
known story structures and character types?



Can pupils use features (e.g. illustration,
front cover, blurb, author, genre) to make
plausible predictions about a text?



Can pupils recognise the different ways a
character can be represented with reference
to the text?



Can pupils identify the author's word choice
and its effect on the reader, e.g. 'cunning
criminal ' in a newspaper report about a
burglary?



Can pupils identify the effects of different
words and phrases to create different images
and atmosphere, e.g. powerful verbs,
descriptive adjectives and adverbs?



Can pupils begin to identify the difference
between a range of fiction genres such as
adventures, myths, traditional, tales, stories
from other cultures or historical periods.



Can pupils compare different parts of a story
to discuss similarities and differences? (i.e.
resolutions)



Can pupils identify the ways in which
paragraphs are linked? E.g., use of fronted
adverbials or pronouns for character
continuity.



Can pupils explain their thoughts, feelings,
opinions and predictions, referring back to
the text for evidence verbally?



Can pupils identify and discuss their personal
preference in books they read
independently?



Can pupils discuss the work of familiar
authors?

I can analyse.

I can form opinions.

This assessment strand is currently in
development.

This assessment strand is currently in
development.
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Grouped Assessment Criteria – Year 5

Word reading
All pupils should be reading books which match their reading age and have opportunities to re-read books to develop
confidence and fluency

KPI

I can read fluently.

I can read with
expression.

Assessment opportunities


Can pupils read aloud with pace, fluency and
expression, taking into account a wide range
of presentational devices and punctuation?



Can pupils apply their growing knowledge of
root words, prefixes and suffixes
(morphology and etymology), to read aloud
and to understand the meaning of new
words?



Can pupils ascertain the meaning of
unfamiliar words based on contextual cues?



Can pupils work out how to pronounce
unfamiliar written words with increasing
automaticity?



Can pupils read all of the year 5 common
exception words?



Can pupils read aloud with fluency at a
reasonable speaking pace?



Can pupils prepare and deliver performative
readings, focusing on intonation, tone,
volume and expression for effect?



Can pupils adapt intonation, tone and volume
to suit the purpose and audience whilst
reading aloud?



Can pupils recite poetry from memory?

Moving on to greater depth

This assessment strand is currently in
development.

This assessment strand is currently in
development.

Retrieval

KPI
I can locate
information.

Assessment opportunities


Can pupils retrieve, record and present
information from non-fiction texts?



Can pupils discuss and compare the
structures and features of a range of nonfiction texts?

Moving on to greater depth
This assessment strand is currently in
development.
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I can research.

I can summarise.



Can pupils locate and retrieve relevant
information from a range of texts, using
techniques such as text marking, skimming
and scanning?



Can pupils retrieve evidence from a text to
support their thoughts and opinions?



Can pupils locate specific information, e.g.
key events, names or key information in nonfiction texts?



Can pupils use dictionaries and thesauri
confidently?



Can pupils distinguish between fact and
opinion based statements with evidence?



Can pupils summarise the main ideas drawn
from more than one paragraph, identifying
key details that support the main ideas?



Can pupils sequence several statements in a
longer piece of text using annotations for
support?

This assessment strand is currently in
development.

This assessment strand is currently in
development.

Comprehension

KPI
I can infer.

I can predict.

Assessment opportunities


In more sophisticated texts, can pupils read
between the lines using clues from action,
dialogue and description to interpret meaning
and, or explain what characters are thinking
and feeling?



Can pupils use inference and deduction skills
to discuss general messages, moods,
feelings and attitudes from a text using clues
from the text?



Can pupils predict what might happen based
on details stated or implied in a text?



Can pupils make predictions based on their
increasing knowledge of known story
structures and character types?



Are pupils increasingly familiar with a wide
range of books, including myths, legends and

I can analyse.

Moving on to greater depth
This assessment strand is currently in
development.

This assessment strand is currently in
development.

This assessment strand is currently in
development.
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traditional stories, modern fiction, fiction from
our literary heritage, and books from other
cultures and traditions?

I can form opinions.



Can pupils discuss how an author builds a
character through dialogue, action and
description?



Can pupils compare and discuss how texts
are similar or different in terms of character,
setting and plot?



Can pupils identify how language,
presentation and structure contribute to
meaning in a range of texts?



Can pupils discuss and evaluate how authors
use language, including figurative language,
considering the impact it has on the reader?



Can pupils explain and discuss their
understanding of what they have read,
including through formal presentations and
debates?



Can pupils discuss how an author has tried
to engage a reader? e.g. use of
humour/suspense etc.



Can pupils read and discuss an increasingly
wide range of fiction, poetry, plays, nonfiction and reference books or textbooks?



Can pupils recommend books that they have
read to their peers, giving reasons for their
choices?



Can pupils participate in discussions about
books that are read to them and those they
can read for themselves, building on their
own and others’ ideas and challenging views
courteously



Can pupils provide reasoned justifications for
their views?

This assessment strand is currently in
development.
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Grouped Assessment Criteria – Year 6

Word reading
All pupils should be reading books which match their reading age and have opportunities to re-read books to develop
confidence and fluency

KPI

I can read fluently.

I can read with
expression.

Assessment opportunities


Can pupils read aloud with pace, fluency and
expression, taking punctuation, presentation
and author's intent into account?



Can pupils work out the meaning of unknown
words and phrases by relating to known
vocabulary, as well as from the way they are
used in context?



Can pupils read aloud with fluency at a
reasonable speaking pace?



Can pupils prepare and deliver performative
readings, focusing on intonation, tone,
volume and expression for effect?



Can pupils adapt intonation, tone and volume
to suit the purpose and audience whilst
reading aloud?



Can pupils recite poetry from memory?

Moving on to greater depth

This assessment strand is currently in
development.

This assessment strand is currently in
development.

Retrieval

KPI
I can locate
information.

Assessment opportunities


Can pupils retrieve, record and present
information from non-fiction texts?



Can pupils discuss and compare the
structures and features of a range of nonfiction texts?



Can pupils locate and retrieve relevant
information from a range of texts, using
techniques such as text marking, skimming
and scanning?

Moving on to greater depth
This assessment strand is currently in
development.
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I can research.



In non-fiction, Can pupils look at how a writer
organises information so that the reader can
compare and contrast ideas?

This assessment strand is currently in
development.

I can summarise.



Can pupils sequence several statements in a
longer piece of text using annotations for
support?

This assessment strand is currently in
development.



Can pupils retrieve and summarise
information from different points in the same
text or across a range of text?

Comprehension

KPI
I can infer.

I can predict.

I can analyse.

Assessment opportunities


Can pupils reflect on the wider consequence
or significance of information, ideas or events
in the text as a whole, e.g. how one small
incident altered the whole course of the
story?



Can pupils infer and deduce meaning based
on evidence drawn from different points in
the text and wider experiences?



Can pupils predict what might happen based
on details stated or implied in a text?



Can pupils make predictions based on their
increasing knowledge of known story
structures and character types?



Can pupils explain why the author has
chosen to include certain techniques e.g.
flashbacks, plot structure, grammatical
choices?



Can pupils identify and discuss features of
fiction genres, e.g. science fiction, adventure
and mystery?



Can pupils identify themes across a range of
texts or within a text (social, cultural and
historical)?



Can pupils explain how a character can
appeal to the reader using a written structure
of point, explain, point, explain/evidence?



Can pupils use quotations and text
references to support ideas and arguments?

Moving on to greater depth
This assessment strand is currently in
development.

This assessment strand is currently in
development.

This assessment strand is currently in
development.
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I can form opinions.



Can pupils explain how the author has used
different language features, e.g. figurative
language, vocabulary choices, use of specific
grammatical conventions and the effect of
these on the reader?



Can pupils identify key words or phrases that
have the same meaning to a given
definition? i.e. find the word or group of
words that mean…



Can pupils read and discuss an increasingly
wide range of fiction, poetry, plays, nonfiction and reference books or textbooks?



Can pupils recommend books that they have
read to their peers, giving reasons for their
choices?



Can pupils participate in discussions about
books that are read to them and those they
can read for themselves, building on their
own and others’ ideas and challenging views
courteously



Can pupils provide reasoned justifications for
their views?

This assessment strand is currently in
development.

